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LETTER TO T n E  EDITOR 

Tricritical phenomena in a Z(3) lattice gauge theory 

N S Ananikiants and R R Shcherb&ov$llq 
t Depmment of Theoretical Physics, Yerevan Physics Institute, Alikhanian Br. 2, 375036 
Yerevan, Armenia 
t Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR, 141980 Dubna. Russia 

Received 30 August 1994 

Abstract. A Z(3) gauge model with double plaquene representation of lhe action on a 
generalized Belhe lattice of plaquettes is constructed. It is reduced to the spin-1 Blume-Emery- 
Griffiths (BEG) model. An king-type critical line of a secandader phase m i t i o n  ending in 
the tricritical point is found. 

A continuum limit of a lattice gauge theory may be constructed at the point of a second-order 
phase transition, since infiniterange correlations allow us to wipe out lattice effects. 

At a tricritical or multicritical point the number of relevant couplings is larger than at 
the vicinity of a second-order critical line. Therefore the existence of such points in the 
lattice gauge theories opens a possibility for further non-trivial continuum limits. 

The purpose of this letter is a search for multicritical points in the strong-coupling region 
of Z(3) lattice gauge theory. 

According to Kogut’s formulation of a gauge Potts model on a lattice [l], we constructed 
the Z(3) gauge model on the generalized Bethe lattice of plaquettes [2] with double plaquette 
(window) representation of the action. The choice of this mixed action allowed us to connect 
it with the Hamiltonian of the spin-1 BEG model [3]. Therefore our gauge model can be 
investigated by applying various results obtained for the BEG model [3-91. In our previous 
paper [lo] we considered this gauge model on flat triangular and square lattices. Using the 
exact solution of the BEG model on the honeycomb lattice [6] and the solution obtained by 
the free-fermion approximation technique on the square lattice [7], we found the lines of 
the second-order phase transition. 

The generalized Bethe lattice is a generalization of a Cayley tree. For our purpose we 
only consider it with coordination number q = 2 (the number of plaquettes coming out 
from one link). The dual lattice is constructed by joining each nearest plaquettes centres 
and as a result we get the usual Bethe lattice with coordination number q = 4. 

Dual lattices for the generalized Bethe ones with coordination numbers higher than 2 
are more complicated hierarchical lattices. For example, if we consider the generalized 
Bethe lattice with q = 3 then the dual lattice will be a Husimi lattice [l I]. 

The enlarged lattice gauge actions involving new double plaquette interaction terms 
were proposed and studied in 3D and 4D by Edgar [12] and Bhanot et al [13]. The 2D 
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version of one of these lattice gauge models with Z(2) gauge symmetry formulated on 
planar rectangular windows was investigated by Turban [14]. This model with pure gauge 
action on the square lattice had been reduced to the usual spin-; Ising model and the point 
of a second-order phase transition was found. 

The model is considered in terms of the bond variables Ub which take their values in 
the Z(3). the group of the t h i i  roots of unity. Let U,,, = fl,,,,, Ub denote the product of 
Ub's amund an elementary plaquene i. 

The gauge invariant action of the model is 

sGmugc(ffZg, h g g  &) = spp + sp (1) 

where 

where Up, denotes the usual plaquette variable, the product of link gauge fields Ux,p around 
an elementary plaquette. The first summation goes over all nearest-neighbour plaquenes 
and the second one is over all plaquettes of the lattice, z = exp (ign) E Z(3). 

After introduction of spin variables Si in the sites of the dual lattice such that 

si = 6u, 1 - 8u,, s: = &In I + au,z (2) 

the action (1) becomes 

in which we recognize the Hamiltonian multiplied by l /kBT of the well known B W  
model [3]. 

The corresponding partition function of the model (1) on the generalized Bethe lattice 
is 

(4) zGauge ( ( Y Z ~ S Z ~ B ~ )  = C exp[-~~, , (o lz ,h~g~)~  
{Ut 

where the sum is taken over all possible configurations of the gauge variables (U]. This 
partition function can be rewritten in term of the spin variables Si defined in the sites of 
the dual lattice 

(5)  N Dud ZGaugc = 3 -%pin 

where 

A factor 3N has been included in (5) to take into account the difference between the number 
of gauge {U] and spin (SI configurations, since for each spin configuration with N sites we 
have 3N identical gauge ones. 

A gauge invariant quantity (8uP,,, + BU~,, : )  is the order parameter of the model. 
The ferromagnetic BEG model on the usual Bethe lattice has been exactly solved in 

[8,9], where the A-line of the second-order phase transition ending in the tricritical point 
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has been found. Thus we can rewrite these solu&ns in terms of the gauge couplings. For 
the A-line we have 

exp(pt) = 2(b - uo)(uo + l)3u;’ 

where 

Figure 1 shows the phase diagram of the Z(3) gauge model for the value &/orzs = 4. 
The A-curve (full curve) of the second-order phase transition starts at (& = -ma& = 
21n2), and finishes at the tricritical point A, which exists for the values --03 < pzS/orzs < 
0.5478. The tricritical point A cuts the A-line and separates the second-order phase transition 
from the first-order one. 

We constructed the Z ( 3 )  gauge lattice model with double plaquette (window) 
representation of the action and showed that this model is dual to the spin-1 BEG one. 
Using the exact solution of the ferromagnetic BEG model on the Bethe lattice we found the 
line of the second-order phase transition ending in the tricritical point. 

The last investigations 1151 show that the antiferromagnetic BEG model defined on the 
Bethe lattice has a rich phase structure, including new ferrimagnetic phase, tetracritical, 
tricritical and bicritical points, which coincide with results obtained by means of mean-field 
approximation 1161. Therefore, the same multicritical points exist in the dual gauge model 
for the following values of the coupling constants pzp/orzs > 1. 

Figure 1. Phase diagram of the Z(3) Imice gauge theory. The A-curve of the second-order 
phase transition (full curve) and the line of the firs-order phase transition (broken cum) meet 
together at the uicritical point A. These curves separate the plane of the coupling constants 

into two regions (ordered and disordered). 
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